
Siam Park Waterpark
Siam Park Water Kingdom is an absolute must do in Tenerife! This exciting attraction won the European Star Award 
2012 for ‘Best Water Park in Europe’, as well as ‘European Best Water Slide’ for The Dragon.

Check out its incredible new rides including the 200m-long mega slide Kinnaree - a winding circuit of adrenaline-
inducing fun that sends you on a journey of surprises, and Sawasdee - a brand new children's water jungle featuring 
four different slides!

Be greeted by the sea lions before braving the ultimate adrenalin thrill on the 28m free fall, almost vertical Tower of 
Power, experience zero gravity on the Dragon or even take twist through the Tropics on the Jungle Snakes.

Ticket Options

One day entrance- admission only ticket for one person for one full days entrance to Siam Park

Premium ticket- includes admission, lunch, a locker and a towel

All Inclusive Deluxe- includes admission fee, a locker, all inclusive service in the bars and outlets, a float and fast 
pass access to all rides

Cabana VIP- only for bookings of 4 people this amazing option includes admission for all 4 people, use of a private 
cabana for a full day with an all inclusive service, floats and fast pass access to all rides

Villa VIP- only for bookings of 8 people this is the very best option for a group and includes admission for all 4 
people, use of a private cabana for a full day with an all inclusive service, floats and fast pass access to all rides

Useful information

Child ages- infants 0-2, children 3-11

Opening times- 1st May- 31st October 10am-6pm and 1st November-30th April from 10am-5pm

Towels and lockers are available at an extra charge where not included in the ticket price

There is a free bus service operated by Siam Park throughout Los Cristianos, Playa de las Americas and Costa 
Adeje until 18:30 each day. Just look out for the nearest Siam Park bus stop

You are not permitted to take your own food and drinks into the park
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Jet2holidays act as agent in arranging your booking for the attraction shown on this voucher. 
Your contract is with the supplier of the attraction. It is important to note that the services listed 
on this voucher do not form part of your package holiday with Jet2holidays. Please see our 
terms and conditions for further information and guidance.


